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Abstract. This paper gives the definition of information technology, describes the concept of creating an Information Technology of process formation of Main Educational Programs (IT MEP) based on professional competences and gives conceptual scheme of creating IT MEP.
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I INTRODUCTION
Modern education in Russia is going through the stage of reforming, including changes of Federal State Educational Standards (FSES). Any reforming introduces into the system, in this context - the educational system, disturbances that lead to its instability. One of the tasks of creating information technology is a development of a sequence of actions that is operations, leading to the creation of control actions in order to stabilize the system.

Changes of FSES inevitably result in a change in the process of the formation of Basic Professional Educational Programs or Main Educational Programs (MEP) [1], their informative part, as well as a work plan. The following discussion focuses on the Higher Education (HE).

II INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES. BASIC CONCEPTS AND DEFINITIONS
Let’s systematize basic concepts and definitions.

Before you decide, let’s consider a general definition of technology.

Technology (from the ancient Greek: arts, skill, ability, thought, reason, method, mode of production) is a set of methods, processes and materials used in any field of business, as well as a scientific description of technical methods of production [2].

According to the Dictionary of Philosophy, edited by I. Frolov, "technology is a complex developing system of artifacts, manufacturing operations and processes, resource sources, subsystems of social consequences of information, management, financing and interaction with other technologies” [3].

Standard ISO / IEC 2382 - 1: 1993. Terms and Definitions (the Standard) [4] information (01.01.02) (in information processing) is any fact, concept, or meaning derived from Data (01.01.03) and associated context, or selected from Knowledge (01.01.01).

Data (01.01.03) Representation of Information (01.01.02) is representing information in some formalized manner suitable for communication, interpretation or processing [4].

The Standard does not define data as a source of information. Data are fixed values of different types. Fixing can be carried out both manually (by an observer) and automatically, i.e. by technical means. This concept is read from the definition of knowledge to have been processed. From this point of view information is data processed with manual or automatic methods which lead to their semantic recognition.

The concept of information technology is quite extensive.

The Standard specifies information technology (01.01.22) as an Art and applied sciences that deal with Data (01.01.03) and Information (01.01.02). The example of information technology is given: capture representation, processing, security, transfer, interchange, presentation, management, organization, Storage (12), and retrieval of data and information [4].

At the same time in the Federal Law of the Russian Federation "On Information, Information..."
Technologies and Protection of information” [5] the definition is formulated somewhat differently: “Information technologies are processes, methods for finding, collecting, storing, processing, representing, distributing information and ways to implement these processes and techniques.”

The apparent difference is given in the methods mentioned above. In the theory of information processes and systems basic information processes are listed, which are used as a part of IT [6], including the following operations: information extraction, transfer, processing, storage, presentation and usage.

Information technologies are a basis for creating information systems. Defined by the Standard information system (1.1.13) is information processing system (01.01.12), together with associated organizational resources, that provides and distributes Information (01.01.02). The information system is a combination of various resources and information technologies.

III CONCEPTUAL SCHEME

The structure of the system described at the conceptual level allows to identify qualitatively main subsystems, components and connections among them [6, 7].

The conceptual scheme indicates entities that may exist in the area of a concern, i.e. entities that exist, existed or could ever exist. It also points out facts and events that are possible or required for these entities [8, 9].

The main role of the conceptual scheme is the following: to provide a common basis for understanding the general behavior of the total area of a concern, to determine the allowable evolution and the manipulation the information about the subject area, to provide a basis for the interpretation of external and internal syntactic forms, providing the information about the problem domain, to provide a basis for the transformation of external and internal schemes.

In the description of the conceptual scheme of the formation of MEP with the professional competencies the concepts such as class, entity, attribute, relationship are included.

Let’s consider the conceptual scheme of the formation of MEP based on professional competencies (Fig. 1).

The classes of the conceptual scheme are experts, criteria, educational process.

Entities of the class Experts are outer experts that is inspectors who are representatives of higher institutions, employers who are potential employers for graduates, as well as inner experts: Staff and Students.

The FSES requirements on different directions require up to 30% of teachers training the students must be potential employers; in this connection the entity of Employers is an entity of the border between the inner and outer class of Experts, passing becoming the entity Staff.

The entity Staff includes Research and Teaching Staff (RTS), which includes Teaching Staff of (TS) and Researchers (RS); Staff supporting Educational Process (SEP) includes Engineering Workers (EW) and Methodical Field Workers (MFW) involved in the educational process.

The entity Students covers only those higher education students who have completed the study of a discipline or a discipline module [10].

The class Criteria includes the entity Competences of professional standards [11 – 13] and FSES HE.

The connection between classes Criteria and Experts is due to the subordination of the class Experts to the class Criteria.

The class Educational process includes the entity of MEP with elements of Curricula and Teaching Providing (TP).

RTS forms MEP and SEP is involved to the development of TP. The Students indirectly affect the change of TP after having been questioned on the discipline or the discipline module [10].

In the conceptual scheme (Fig. 1) elements of Transact are included. In the theory of mass servicing this concept is used to describe dynamic objects which while passing through the system changes its properties [14 - 17].

For the Educational Process such an object is an applicant being at the input of the process, who then acquires properties of a student according to the attributes and at the output process properties of a graduate with relevant direction competencies.

For this system the role of a specialist is left outside and is not considered.
Fig. 2 shows the conceptual scheme of data streams in the Information System (IS) with selected basic IT processes and types of operations [4].

Users are defined in the IS. The User is someone or something that sends commands and messages to the information system and receives messages from the information system. It is a part of the medium. Some users may have an authority to establish rules of a behavior or restriction for the information system [8]. The role of user Experts is to carry out a manual operation of the process of extracting information verbally stated, namely: structuring and formalizing i.e. representing data in the format of the machine representation.

All other processes are automated, i.e. they are performed by computers.

The methods, by means of which data are processed, refer to the collection of data for the distribution to entities of the class Teaching process, comparing criteria values [10], and analyzing the results. This processing lets obtain the resulting information and knowledge in accordance with the purpose, namely: to create the information technology of the process of the formation of main educational programs based on professional competencies.

The result of the work of the system is the information and the knowledge applied to improve the quality of the educational process. The Process of Presentation involves creating a user interface that displays the result obtained. Storage and Retrieval (service) processes provide the storage of created databases, knowledge bases, filtering operations, search, deleting outdated information.

The Transfer process consists of using local networks and data networks [18 – 20]. This system uses an application layer, which provides an access to shared network resources, network administrating, all kinds of electronic communication: e-mail, conferences, dialogue, etc.

The sequence of operations of the information technology of MEP forming process begins with determining the state of MEP (Fig. 3).

The start of the algorithm of the information system block diagram is conditional. In case of opening a new direction in a college or in case of changing professional standards, FSES criteria or requirements to the graduates of a higher educational institution the introduction of new criteria and their coordination (manual operation, the implementation of which is provided by a user interface) is performed. The
formation of disciplines and disciplines modules in accordance with the competencies and the distribution of their performance [10] in the curriculum (Fig. 1) is performed by Staff and then MEP is created.

In accordance with established MEP the training of students is provided. After completing the study of the discipline or the discipline module questionnaireing the students on relevant indicators of acquired competences corresponding to distributed parameters is held (Competence area MEP and standard). If there is a difference Staff corrects teaching and methodological support of the discipline module as well as there may be done a redistribution of the competences and academic hours among disciplines, modules, i.e. the change of the curriculum.

At reforming the education system there appears a possibility of changing MEP when new professional standards and FSES are approved or when new requirements of employers to the professional quality of graduates are introduced.

When the status of FSES is current (block 2) the actions are repeated according to the block diagram (Fig. 3) from connector 1. If the training program is no longer used (block 14) in the algorithm of work of information system the conditional stop (block 15) is indicated in block diagram.

IV CONCLUSION

The basic concepts and definitions of the theory of information technologies and systems given in the article, don’t contradict current ISO and GOST.

The attention is focused on the need to harmonize the terminology database.

The concept of creating an information technology process of the formation of MEP with professional competencies as a conceptual diagram of the process of formation of MEP with the professional competencies and data flows in the information system is given.

The graphical presentation of the principle of the information system of the formation of MEP at the conceptual level is also shown.
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